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MICRO EARTHQUAKE INVESTIGATION OF THE MESA GEOTHERMAL 
ANOMALY, IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 

JIM COMBS* AND DAVID HADLEy:t 

Microearthquakes associated with the Mrsa 
geothermal anomaly were recorded for five weeks 
during the summer of 1973 using an array of six 
portable, high-gain seismographs equipped with 
vertical-component ·I-sec natural period seis
mometers. Background seismicity of the area is 
thus determined prior to development for ge~
thermal power and water. The local seismicity 
changed considerably over the recording period. 
Most daily activity was characterized by only one 
or two pot(;ntially locatable events, whfie two mi
croearthqu4lke swarms of two- and three-day du
ration included as many as J(iD or more distinct 
local events per day. Hundreds of small events 
(nanoearthquakes), some clus·tered in swarms, 
were recorded by · each seismograph; however, 
inost were not detected on four or more seismo
grams w that hypocentral location·s usually could 
not be determined. Locations were determined for 
36 niicroearthquakes having epicenters situated in 

INTRO DUCTION 

the 150 km; areal extent of the geothermal anom
aly. Focal depths ranged from near-surface to 
about 8 km . . More than half of the located events 
haVe hypocenters greater than the 4.0 km which is 
approximately the depth to crystalline basement. 
Stress associated with the Mesa geothermal 
anomaly is relieved by a combination of continu
ous microseismic activity and intermittent micro
earthquake swarms. Based on the results of the 
present study, a new right-lateral strike-slip fault. 
·the Mesa fault, was defined . First motion studies 
ilidicate strike~slip faulting although there is no 
surface expression of the fault. The northwest
south·east trending Mesa fault is an active fault 
functioning ~s a conduit for rising geothermal 
Auids of .the Mesa geothermal anomaly. This in
vestigation is another demonstration that geother
mar areas are characterized by enhanced micro
earthquake activity . 

actlvlly manifested most commonly as micro
earthquakes (Westphal and Lange, 1966: Brune 
and Allen, 1967:. Lange and Westphal, 1969: 
Ward. et ai, 1969: Ward and Bjiirnsson. 1971; 
Ward and Jacob. 1971: Hamilton and Multler, 
1{)72: W<lrd, 1972: Combs and Rotstein. 1976). 
Seismic stres.s release usually occurs along existing 
zones of weakness and not in areas or previously 
unbroken rock. Good correlation has been round 

The Imperial Valley of southern California 
(Figure I) is an area of considerable interesr for 
the exploration and development or gc;:othermal 
resources . Geothermal anomalies in the vaney 
have been investigated by a variety of geophysical 
techniques (Rex. 1966: Helgeson. 1968: Biehler. 
1971; Combs, 1971; Biehler and Combs, 1972; 
Meidav and Furgerson. 1972; Goforth et ai, 
1972: Douze and Sorrells, 1972; Com bs. 1973; 
Combs and Swanberg. 1977) . ' A f~,ndamental 
characteristic of most geothermal resource areas 
is close association with regions of high geological 

. between zones of rupture and mapped faults 
where earthquake locations have been determined 
accurately and iJl sufficient number to define a 
pattern . Conse·quently, seismically active faults 
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FIG. I. Location mapof Imperial Valley, southern California. Shaded rectangle depicts area of the 
microearthquake investigation including the Mesa geothermal anomaly and represents the maR area 'in 
Figures 4,8, and 9. Spots represent earthquake epicenters from the CIT seismograph network for 1961 
to 1971. Size of the symbol denotes 'n umber of events with a single cross indicating one even t. 

can be marped in three dimensions using miero-' 
earthquakes. Since active faults channe,l hot water 
from the vicinity of deep heat sources to shallow 
depths, information on active faujts is important 
for geothermal exploration and production 
(Facca andTonani, 1964; Ward and Jacob, 1971) . 

Studies have shown that faults may vary their 
normal patterns of earthquitke activity if fluid 
pressures are changed in regions of tectonic stress 
(Evans, 1966; Healy et ai, 1968; Raleigh et ai, 
1972; Sykes et ai, 1972; Gl,lpta et ai, 1972; Gupta 

, and Rastogi, 1976). In particular, evidence has 
accumulated 'recently showing that shallow ear~h
qu,ikes can be triggered by increases 'in fluid pres
sure induced by man. This phenomenon was ob
served near Denver, Colo., when Eva'ns (1966) 
accide ntally noted a correspondence between in
jection of chemical waste material into a deep 
disposal well and the level of ea'rthquake activity 
,in the Denver area. The time-space correlation of 
seismic activity, compared with the ' location and 
rates of injection into this disposal well. clearly 
demonstrated ,a ' causative relation between the 
earthquakes and fluid injection at this site (Healy 
et al. 1968). Numerous c,ises of increased seismic 
activity associated with the filling of large man-

made reservoirs have been documented (Gupta et 
al. 1972: Gupta and Rastogi, 1976). 

The effect of fluid pressure on rock strength 10 

explain large thrust faults was first proposed by 
, Hubbert and Rubey (1959). The physics of their 
observations is simple. the frictional forces that 
resist sliding along a fault plane are proportional 
to a coefficient of friction and the no~mal stress 
acting across the fault plane. Fluid pressure re
duces 'this normal stress and therefore weakens 

. the rock . These observations have lead, directly to 
the conclusions that changes in fluid pressure may 
control the timing of seismic activity. and the 
possibility that a change iii subsu rface fluid pres
sure caused , by 'reinjection of geothermal fluids 
could lead to a change in seismic activity. asso
ciated with a geothermal fi eld. 

In order to assess the effects of variat'ions in 
fluid pressure, seismic stations should be estab
lished in geothermal areas prior to the onset of the 
potential. eflects purportedly caused by produc
tion or reinjection. That is, stations should be 
established near producti ve geothermal reservoirs 
to determine if patterns emerge that appear to be 
related to the removal or reinjection of fluids . 

The objecl" of the present st udy was to delineate 
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any seismically' a'ctive fault s and to characterize I :250,000 scale geological map sheets-
--the background5eismic ity of tnearea Ina dvance- arfla na ogers, , Salton Sea (Jennings, 

---+~--\-. ----I------I'----·i)f-withdraWing-fhtids-fro-rn-(}j'-tnjeetten-ef-ltuicls--I-%-7-j,....a.OO-£aH-D.ieg-w'EI--CeJ1.l~O_(S.tmnd,....J.9.62) __ 
) into the Mesa geothermal anomaly. M icro- There are marine deposits of late Tertiary age 

<..) earthquakes associated with ' the area were re:. along the edges of the Salton trough (Woodring, 
) corded for' five weeks during the suinmer of 1973 1931) that contain pebbles derived from older 
j using an array of six portable, vertical-component formations in theadjoining mountains. This in-

I seismographs. Hundreds of small events (na- dicates that the Salton trough was in existence in " I noearthquakes which we defined as earthquakes the late Tertiary and was inundated by the Gulf of 
. of Richter magnitude :S;O) were recorded by each California at that time (Merriam and Bandy, 

----=~-·'t. 33"00" sta tion. However, most events were not detected 1965; van de Kamp, 1973). In the Salton trough, 
, ') on' four or mote seismographs so that hypocentral late Tertiary marine beds are overlain by playa 
: ( locations usually could 'not be determined. Loca- deposits, also of late Tertiary age, but apparently 

/
. (. tions . were determined for 36 microearthqu akes 'no marine deposits of Quaternary age. have been 
I...J having epicenters situated in the a real extent of found (van de Kamp, 1973). These .data suggest 

r 1· the anomaly. that the Gulf was excluded from the trough at 
N)' The seismicity changed considerably over the about the beginning of Quaternary time, presum-

,/ ................... - .' . , __ -~,:! -114"30' period of recording. The activity was normally ab ly by the formation of the Colorado River 
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characterized by only one or two potenti'ally loca- deltu. The lute Tertiary and Quaternary sediments 
table' events per day, while two microearthquuke filling the .depression include pr.edominantly un-
swarms of two- and three-day duration included consolidated sand, silt, and clay with some gravel. 
as many as 100 or more distinct local events per The sediments are saturated to within a few nie-
day. ters of the land surface. The accumulated thick-

Based on the results of the present study, a new ness is estimated to be as great as 6 km, based on 
right-lateral strike-slip fault, the Mesa fault, was seismic refraction data (Biehler et ai, 1964). 
defined although there is no surface expression of Since the Quaternary, the trough has been sink-
the fault. The Mesa fault is active and functions as ing, and the neighboring fault blocks, which in-
u conduit for rising geothermal fluids of the Mesa clude Tertiary strata, have been ri si ng. Therefore, 
geotherrmil anomaly . . the Sa'lton trough is delimited by a framework of 

With the completion of each new micro- mountains consisting of Mesozoic and older gra-
earthquake study, there is a more obvious correla- nitic and metamorphic rocks. The 1l,10untains reach 
tion between ear.thquake swarms and subsurface heights above 1500 m. 
thCflilalJeatures. i.e., geothermal activity. Causal The trough and the delta have been down-
relationships between swarms and magl)l atic, vol- warped during the Holocene epoch . The presence 
canic, or hydrothermal activity still remain unre- of fresh' fault 'scarps no~th of the Salton Sea and 
solved. However, by finding these microearth- the frequent occurrence Of earthquakes attest to 
quake swarms, an efficient method 'of detecting continued structuralll}pvemen,l (Allen et ai, 1965; 
ongoing volcanic, hydrothermal, and/or mag- Hileman et ai, 1973; Hill et ai, 1975). Associated 
matic processes· in potentially valuable geothermal geothermal activity IS indicated by the many re-
areas may eventually be developed . cent or Holocene volcanoes (Elders et ai, 1972) 

. GENEHAL GEOLOGY AND REGIONAL. 
STRUCTURE 

f 
The Imperial Valley 'of southern California . 

(Figure I) is an extensive sedimentary basin char
acterized by high heat flow (Rex, 1966; Helgeson, 
1968; Combs, 1971; Combs, 1973; Combs and 
Swanberg, 1977). The geology of the Imperial 
Valley, which is part of a structural depression 
known as the Salton trough that extends from the 
Gulf of California, has been described by Dibblee 
(1954). Much of the geologic work has been sum-

. marized in the 'California Division of Mines and 

. occurring aiong the Gulf and in the Salton trough, 
by deposits of volcanic ash (pumice) interbedded 
with lake beds (van de Kamp, 1973), by the occur
rence' of mud volcanoes that emit sulfurous steam, 
and by hot springs. 

The structure of · the Imperial Valley is con
trolled by numerous strike-slip faults of the San 

. Andreas-San Jacinto fault system (Dibblee, 1954; 
Hamilton, 1961; Kovach et ai, 1962; Biehler et 
ai, 1964) on which considerable right-slip has oc
curred (Hill and Dibblee, 1953; Sharp, 1967). 
Some of the faults have·been active 'during' historic 
times (Richter, 1958; Allen et ai, 1965; Brune and 
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Allcll, 1967; Hileman et ai, 1973; Hill et al 

more centcrs of either spreading or crustal ex-, 
tension (Lomnitz et ai, 1970; Elders et ai, 1972). 
These centers appear to be bounded by strike-slip 
faults (Hill et ai, 1975). It is important to deter
mine whether the earthquake swarms in the Impe
rial Valley arc' located along centers of rifting or 
along strike-slip faults. Sykes (1970) found that 
swarm activity was confined to 'zones ofsPJeading 
for some. 20 earthquake swarms which originated 
from the mid-Atlantic ridge arid from other parts 
of the mid-ocean ridge. However, this hypothesis 
(the relation between swarm frequency and trans
form faults or spreading zones) is not sub- . 
stantiated for earthquake swarms in Iceland ' 
(Tryggvason, 1973) . . 

depth." 
Two other stations, Painted Canyon and East 

Mesa, both located on the extension of the San 
Andreas fault, detected no events with S-P time 
intervals less than 3 sec during two-day recording 
intervals. ' The East Mesa station o( Brune and 
Allen (1967), located at 33°00.4'N and 
115°18.0'W, was only 20 km north of the present 
Mesa geothermal anomaly array. 

During the summer of 1971, the U .S.G .S. mon
itored for three weeks in the East Mesa area, 
including the region covered by the present array. 
They did not detect any microearthquakes within 
their seismic network, and it was suggested that 
"perhaps a longer recording period would have 

The M e'sa geothermal anomaly is .on the east 
nank of the Salton trough. Results of seismic re
fraction profiling indicate that local basement is at 
least 4.0 km deep (Kovach et ai, 1962) . In the 
immediate area of the Mesa geothermal anomaly, 
three wildcat oil \vells, Shafer Barbara no. I, 
American Petrofina no . 27-1, and Texaco Grupe
Engebretson no . I, wert; (hilled to depths of 2.44, 
3.24. andJ.75 km. respectively. West of the anom
aly: an exploratory geothermal well. Magma 
Sharp no. I, has been drilled to a depth of 1.98 
km: All of these wells penetrated predominantly 
deltaic sediments and none reached "basemenl. 
Electric logs from these wells indicate. interbedded 
sand and clay with minor silt beds. Two geother
mal wells, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) 
Mesa no. 6- I and USBR Mesa no . 6-2 drilled on 
the Mesa geothermal anomaly, indicate the same 
sllPsurface geology with the upper stratigraphic 

'sequence consisting of more than 50 percent clay 
which functions as a cap rock for the geothermal 
reservoi r, 

P~EVIOUS .INVESTIGATIONS 

some success, as microearthquake activity is often 
sporadic" (R. M. Hamilton, written communica
tion, 1971). 

The California Institute of Technology (CIT) 
catalog . of earthquakes in southern California, 
rrom 1932 through 1972, shows a dense pattern of 
magnitude 3 or greater earthquakes within the 
Imperial Valley (Hileman et ai, 1973). Epicenters 
frolll the CIT seismograph network for the period 
1961 to 1971 are superimposed on the location 
map of the Imperial Valley (Figure I). Note that 
during the ten year period three earthquakes of 
magnitude approximately 3.0 occurred in the im
mediate area of the Mesa geothermal anomaly. 

In April 1973, a 16-station seismograph net
work was installed .in the Imperial Valley to im
prove theresolution of earthquake locations since 
this region has high tectonic activity and known 
geothermal resources .(Hill et ai, 1975). This net
work is part of a cooperative effort between CIT 
and the U.S.G.S. The Imperial Valley seismo
graph network recorded a series of earthquake 
swa'rllls along the Imperial and Brawley faults 
which occur.red i.n June and July of 1973 (Hill et 

~ ' 

Three stations in the microearthquake survey 
(0 < M < 3) of southern California conducted by 
Brune and' Allen (1967) were located )vithin the 
Imperial Valley. At Obsidian Butte during the first 
two-day period of operation, a rate of 128 earth
quakes per day was obtained; however, later occu
pation of the site for a period of five days in
dicated an average rate of about 32 per day. Brune 
and Allen (1967) postulated that, "although Obsi
dian Butte is a Quaternary volcanic plug asso
ciated with marked lo.cal thermal anomalies, th'e 

FIG. 2. Representative one-d'ay seismograms with 
seismic recording system peaked at. 20 Hz aDd 
recording at 60 mm/minute. (a) Station MGA no. 
2 during Imperial Valley Swarm of June 19-21, 
1973. (b) Station MGA no. 3 for same day; note 
continuous nanoearthquake activity associated 
with the geothermal area while no nanoearth
quakes were recorded on station MGA no. 2 for 
the same day. (c) Station MGA no. 3 during 
normal time; again note the continuous na
noearthquake activity. 
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network for these swarm sequences were used in 
the present study. 

Richtei' (1958) first discussed the occurrence of 
swarm sequences in the Imperial Valley. In their 
extensive investigation of an oceanic ridge earth
quake swarm which occurred during March 1969 
in the area of the Wagner basin of the Gulf of 
'Ctlifornia, Thatcher and Brune (1971) summa-, 
rized four I mperial Valley swarm sequences. 

,These swarms occurred in 1963, 1965, 1968, and 
1969 in the Obsidian Butte area near the south 
end of the Salton Sea. Two s'warms were recorded 
and examined during the present investigation. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

The microseismic array consisted of six sta
tions. Each station was equipped with a portable, 
verticakomponent, high-gain Kinemetrics PS-I 
seismograph which has been described in detail by 
'Prothero and Brune (1971). Several internal filters 
provided with the' seismographs can be used to 
shape the system response. Filter I, peaked 'at I 
Hz, produced easily discernible first motions, al
tholigh it probably reduced the number of small 
local microearthquakes that were recorded since 
the high frequency waves from these events are 
mostly filtered QU,t. Higher ' resolution of events, 

' and well deJined Sop interval tim'es were obtained 
by using fi Iter 4 peaked at 20 Hz which is the 
predominant frequency for very near micro
earthquakes. Gain was controlled by attenuating 
the maximum system sensitivity in 6-dB steps. 
Stations operated on filter 4 were attenuated from 

Hz were used. The average 

Timing for the recording units was provided by 
a temperature-compensated, crystal-controlled 
unit with an accuracy of ±0.3 ppm over the tem
perature range of O°C to 50°C. Timing was rees
tablished daily at each station by superimposing 
the National Bureau of Standards WWV time 
code with the internal clock on each record. The 
drum speed and accurate timing permitted P ar
rivals to be picked toO.1 sec. Without horizontal 
instruments, S phases could not be clearly distin
guished from multiple crustal P phases (see Figure 
2) and, therefore, were not used in hypocentral 

, locations. 

HYPOCENTRAL LOCATIONS AND CRUSTAL 
MODEL 

Microearthquakes located quring this study 
were reco'rded by the array of six stations de
scribed in Table I. Hypocenter locations ,were 
determined using HY P071, a stepwise nlultiple 
regression computet program (Lee and Lahr, 
1972). A series of iterations is performed with 
adjustments in the trial hypocenter location until 
the root-mean-square (rms) error in traveltime 'is 
minimized, or the specified number of iterations is 
exceeded. Greater than 80 percent of the located 
events have rms residual tra~eltimes less than 0.1 
sec an'd 90 percent have less than 0.2 sec. The 
quality of the location for events outside the array 
is not as good as for those within as the loca'tion 
error increases rapidly with distance from the ar
ray. 

, 24 to 36 dB. whereas the same stations could be 
operate'd on filter I with about 12 dB less attenua
tion. Recordi"ng ' was accomplished at I mOl/sec 
with ink system's. Representative one~day records 
using filter 4 'are presented in Figure 2. 

K inemetrics Ranger SS-I , seismometers with a 

To provide a velocity model for the shallow 
subsurface portions of the 'Mesa geothermal 
anomaly, a calibration blast of 180 kg of high
velocity seismic gel was exploded. The results of 
the refraction profile are shown in Figure 3. Loca
tion of the shotpoint is plotted in Figure 4. The 

Table I. S'tation locations and station traveltime corrections. 

Station* Latitude -Longitude Elevation Station delay Average attentuation 
no. (N) (W) (meters) (seconds) Filter4(dB) 

MGAI 32° 49.79' I W09.73' II 0.13 24 
MGA 2 32° 51.2S' 115° 12.69' 19 0.05 24 
MGAJ 32° 48.62' 115° 15.72' II 0.03 30 
MGA4 32° 46.89' 115° 11.6S' 23 0.0 30 
MGA 5 32° 44.72' 115° 07.53' 35 0.0. 36 
MGA6 32° 44.31' , 115° 14.7S' 14 -0.21 36 

* i\ II microearthquake stations were located in Quater,nary alluvium consisting of water-borne and w.ind-borne ' 
unconsolidated to poorly consolidated sediments. ' 
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FIG. 3. Seismic refraction profile, Mesa geothermal anomaly, October 26, 1973. Location of shot
point noted on Figure 4. Near~surface refraction line was west of, and extended from, the shotpoint. 

IIcar-surface refraction line was located directly 
west of and exten'ded from the shotpoint. The 
recording array for the ncar-surface velocity data 
consisted of an approximately ,14S0-m length 
cable with 24 geophones spaced at 60-m intervals. 

The crust ,il structure shown ' in Figure 3 and 
detailed , ill Table 2 is all average for the entire 
ilrea, and does not 'correspond to the actual crus
tal structure wbich is more complicated. For ex
ample, small velocity reversals with depth were 
round on sonic logs for the American Petrofina 
Salton trough Prospect no. 27-1. the 'u .5 . Bureau 
of Reclamation Mesa ,no . 6-I, and the Texas Co. 

Table 2. Crustal structure 

Velocity in layer 
, (kill / sec) 

1.50 
2.25 
2,60 
3,10 
3.87 
5.50 
6.00 , 
7.10 
7.90 

Dep,th to lOp of layer 
. (km) 

0.0 
0.40 
0.90 
1.50 
3.20 
3.70 
4.50 

14.00 
25 .00 " 

drupe-Engebretson no . I wells .The upper 3 km 
of this model represent s an average structure ob
tained frOni the geophysical logs for USBR Mesa 
no . 6-I. Velocities are similar. to those obtained by 
Kovach et ai, (1962) for their seismic profile .3 
located less than 10 km 'north of the Mesa geo
thermal anomaly . The crustal" velocity below 3.7 
km is a modified version of Hamilton's (1970) 
velocity model for the Borrego Mountain,area on 
the west side of the Imperial Valley. 

Severei/ different layered velQcity models were 
used to test the uniqueness of the hypocentral 
locations . However, gross changes in the models 
seldom changed horizontal locations by more 
than 2 km . Location of the calibration explosion 
\yas made to deterlll ine the probable' precision of 
the microearthquake hypocenters. The computed 
location was within 0.20 km ' in the horizontal 
plane and 0.10 km in depth of the actual shotpoint 
(see Table 3). The typical hypocenter uncer
tainties for located events within the array are 
probably less than I km. 

MICROSEISMICITY 

The epicenters of all microearthquakes located 
in this study are illustrated in Figure 4. Hypocen-
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Calculat origin time 
ActuaiJocation 
Calculated location 
Actunl depth 
Calculated depth 
rillS error of time residuals 
Error in depth . 
Error in location ' 
Charge size 

I 3-00:42:05.39 GMT 
32° 4S.63'N I J50 14.79'W . 
32° 4S.61'N I J50 14.6S'W 

' 0.04 km 
0. 14 km 
0.02 sec 
O:IOkm 
0.20 km 
ISO kg 

ters, as well as other pertinent'data for each of the 
36 events, are presented in Table 4. The location 
errors for horizolltal position and focal depth are 
less than .1 km for events within the seismometer 
array, and less than 2 km for events just outside' 
the array . 

The epicenters define an elongated zone of seis-

T(.'U.CO 
J;f onu'.[_. [~t[~TlOM ... , 

Xl6 

within a 3-km wide zone that appears to continue 
toward the west. Since the locational accuracy of 
events outside the array decreases very rapidly 
with distance from the array, earthquakes west of 
115°20'W were not included. However, almost no 
events occurred in the central 'or eastern part of 
th~ array or in the ' area immediately east of the 
array. 

The main concentration of activity is clustered 
along a fault zone striking N58°W, which passes 
.through the location of the two geothermal. wells, 
USBR Mesa no . 6-I and USBR Mesano. 6-2. We 
have named this fault zone the Mesa fault (see. 
Figure 4). This seismically active fault associated 
with the Mesa geothermal anomaly provides the 
main channel along which hot water from depth 

.. Alii ' '{TAO,I"", 
NO. n . • 

o 2 ""; 
X""A 
MGA~6 

KILOMETERS X, 

. FIG. 4 .. L.ocation fIlap fO.r M7sa geo.therm.al ~nomaly .with epicenters of present study. The A in
dtcates .set~mograph recordIng sItes whtle 0 mdlcates U. S. Bureau of Reclamation geothermal wells. 
T he~mdtcates abandoned dry holes and calibration blast location is identified by *' The number be
side each epicenter (x) is the event number of Table 4. 
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.vestward from ,t he central reaches Ihe ,perme'ab le horizons in the shallow (977) . Two distinct swarms of two- and three-day 
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oearthquakes are located vestigation in the Ahuachapan geo thermal field ofeuiur_in.g_Jul~-9,l-9+-h-+lte-Mesa-swai'flI1""1 ---
--,-,cne..-r1"'a~-' '';a''p''p'''e'''a''rs''''o,""con-nnctfilnnu,"e''---' ~~-t----Elsalva or, ar and J acoh (1971) located 17 activity was associated with sim ilar activity on the 

; the locational accuracy of events that were either situated on or near a plane ·Brawley. and Imperial faults, i.e ., the small even ts 
ray decreases very rapidly of seismic activity that intersected fault breccia (Figure 2) are located in the Mesa area; whereas 
array, earthquakes west of mapped in a well. Since the fault plane is essen- the larger events cluster along the Imperial and 

'Iuded. However, almost no tially parallel to other faults in the region, they Brawley faults (Hill et ai, (975) .. 
: central or eastern part, of postulated th at the seismically active rault allows Many orthe nanoearthquakes recorded at st"a-
ea immediately east of the hot water ' to circulate t6 the surface in the tion MGA no . 3 (Figure 2b and c) are of Richler 
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Ahuachapan geothermal area. magnitude less than zero and are not recorded on 
The level of seismic activity was lypically about the other five stations. These events occur at a rate 

one or two potentially locatable microearth- or at least 100 per day . They occur continuously 
quakes per day. During swarms, the act'ivity was and are nol distinctly associated with stress re
sometimes greater than 100 events per day . lease on the Imperial and Brawley faults. During 
Swarms account for most ofihe microearthquake the last day or recording, all instruments were . 
activity observed' on the Mesa geothermal anol11- 1110ved into . a tight array arou.nd MGA no'. 3. 
aly: the events concentrated in the area of highest Although a few of the nanoearthquakes were re
heat flow (Combs, 1971.; Combs and Swanberg, corded on the southern stations in the tight array, 

Table 4. Hypocenters of Mesa geothermal anomaly microearthquakes, June \0 to July 15, 1973 

Focal Number 
Even t Event Latitude Longitude depth of 

nUJl1 bert code' (N) (W) (km) Magnitude stations 

70617 32°42.12' I IS" 10.45' 2.7 O.s.. 4 Fair 
2 SO 619 32°46.S8' 11 5° 15.56' 2.4 I.B 4 Good 
3 60619 32°46.16' 115°15.59' 2.3 1.8 .j Ulllld 
4 70620 32°47.37' II S° I ~.46' 4.6 1.9 S Fair 
5 140620 32"47.08' 115° 13 .60' 0.4 1.3 S Good 
6 ISO 620 32°47.73' 115°I !U7' 8.7 1.9 6 Fair 
7 70621 32°44.S6' 115° 15.37' 3.3 0.8 S Good 
8 140621 32"47.S8' 115° 19.00' 6.S 1.6 5 Fair 
9 160621 32°43.76' 115° 10.70' 4.3 0.8 5 Good 

10 [80621 32°.j7..24' 115° 19.11 ' 5.4 1.6 S ' Fuir 
II 190621 32°47.42' 115° IB .17' 7.0 1.9 5 Fai( 
12 210621 .12°.j6.94' 115° 16.3 1' 3.3 1.9 S Good 
IJ 220621 32°47. IS' I I So 15 .S I' 3.7 1.4 5 Good 
14 230621 32°47. IB' Ilso19.20' 6.3 1.6 5 Fair 
15 240621 32.°47.22' . 115° 17.12' 4.1 1.7 S Good 
16 30062 L 32°47.10' 115°16.72' 3.6 1.2 S Good 
17 310621 32°4i.14' 115°17.57' 4.5 1.2 5 Fair 
Iii 320621 . 32°47.11' 115 °15.82' 3.6 1.2 5 Gopd 
19 330 621 32°46.92' IlsoI6 .00' 3.7 1,3 S Good 
20 340621 32°47.32' 11 5° 16 .73 ' 5.6 1.3 4 Good 
21 350 621 32°47:28' 115 Q I5.27' 3.4 1.2 .j Good 
22 360621 32°46.57' 115° IS.37' 0.3 1.2 4 Good 
23 370621 32°47.1S' 115°15.67' 3.4 1.7 4 Good 
24 380621 32°47.10' 115°15.47' 4.4 1.7 4 Good 
25 390621 32°46.95' 115°15.98' 3.7 1.6 4 Good 
26 400621 32°47.49' 115° 16.07' , 5.6 1.5 4 Good 
27 410621 32°47.62' 115° 19,02' 7.6 1.6 4 Fair 
28 10 622 32°48.76' 115° 14.56' 2.9 2.3 4 Fair 
29 20622 32°49.46' I I So 13.54' 0.6 2.9 6 Good 
30 10623 32°47.62' 115°17.21' 4.1 1.5 6 Good 
31 40703 32°50.99' 115°11.44' 1.8 1.1 4 Fair 
32 30705 32°43.99' IlsoI4 .58' 6.9 1.6 5 Fair 
33' 40711 32°47.43' 115°16.2B' . 1.3 1.3 .j Fair 
34 30712 32°46.95' 115° 15.46' ' 2.5 1.1 5 Good 
35 40712 32"43.10' IISo 14.04' 5.0 0.8 5 Fair 
36 10713 32°49.49' 115° 14.66' 2.0 1.4 5 Good 

I The event l1unibcr corresponds to number on "Figure 4. 
2 The event code 70617 indicates the seventh event recorded on four or more stations from the June 17. 1973 record. 
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proximately 5 or 6 km. suggesting that these 
events represent on a microscale continuous activ
ity within the same fault zone·Le., the Mesa fault, 
typified by swarm activity. 

Most of the geothermal earthquakes occur at 
focal depths of 2 to 5 km. The tectonic events 

. obser"ved during this investigation which were 
outside the geothermal anomaly appear to extend 
to as · deep as8 km while Hill .et ai, (1975) ob
served focal depths between 5 and 14 k m. with an 
uncertainty of ±5 km. for .most of the events in 
the Imperial Valley that they examined. More 
than half of the events located in this study have 
hyrocenters .greater tha·n the 4.0 km. which is 
approximately the depth to crystalline basement. 

. Projection of hypocenters into planes transverse 
and longitudinal to the main trace of the Mesa 
fault illustrate these phenomena (Figure 5): The 
high temperature gradients within the geothermal 

TRANSVERSE 

Byerlee, 1970). 

MAGNITUDES 

The magnitudes of events located in this study 
were determined by relating total signal dura-tion 
to Richter magnitude M (Richter, .1958) ivith an 
empirical formula derived from a San Jacinto Val
ley microearthquake investigation using the pres
entinstrument"tion (Cheatum and Combs. 1975). 
The method has .commonly been used in micro
earthquake studies (Lee et ai, 1972; Real and. 
Teng, 1973; Hadley and Combs, 1974) because of 
compr"ications arising in determining magnitudes 
of events recorded on high-gain instruments. 

The total signal duration D measured for each 
event was -from the P arrival to the location on the 
seismogram where the signal-to-noise ratio be
came 4: I. which was usually less than 20 sec. The 
el)lpirical relationship from Cheatum and Combs 
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FIG. 5. Projection of hypocenters into planes transverse and longitudinal to the main trace of the 
Mesa fault, June-July, 1973. The length of lines indicates the relative error base in the hypocenter loca
tions. 
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where N is the number of earthquakes having 
magnitudes between M and M + dM. The con-· 
stant a is an index of the rate of earthquake occur
rence and the constant h is al) index. usually in the 
range of 0.4 to 1.8. expressing the relative number 
of small and large events (Allen et .al, 1965). 
Miyamura (1962) and Allen et al (1965) have 
emphasized the possible tectonic significance of . 
.regional variations in h. Francis (1968) summa
rized the possible interpretations for the different 

10LLLU~~~~LLLLLLLULU~~~'~ 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 

magnitude-frequency rela'tions and post'ulated 
th.at b is a function of the type of faulting. large 
for normal. and small for strike-slip faulting; 
however. the relationship between h 'value and 
source mechanism is not firrnly established. 

MAGNITUDE 

FIG. 6. Frequency-magnitude relation for Mesa 
geothermal anomaly microearthquakes. 

(1975). with the instrument peaked al.20 Hz is 

M = - 2.1 + 2.35 log D. (I) 

where M is the Richter. magnitu.de and D is the ' 
signal duration iil ·seconds. Calculated magnitudes 
for an event recorded at different stations varied 
by as much as 0.4. Therefore, most magnitudes 
represent a simple average between two or more 
stations. Although the calculated magnitudes may 
not be exact. the relative magnitudes are accurate. 

Earthquakes with magnitudes greater than 3.0 
do not seem to be located within the Mesa geo
thermal anomaly. although larger magnitude 
events (>3.5) occur within 10 or 15 km away (Hill 
ct al. 1975: this study). Ward et al (1969) and 
Ward and Bjornsson (1971) noted that in the geo
thermal areas of Iceland. earthquakes are of mag
nitudes less than 4.5 whereas, 10 ktn away from 
these geothermal areas events of nlagnitude 
greater than 6 occur. These observations can be 
explained since high-temperature gradients inside 
geothermal areas set ali . upper limit on· the accu-

Using a combination of the techniques of Aki 
(1965). Wyss and ~ee (1973), and Pftuke and 
Steppe (1973). a value of b = 0.64 ± 0.19 was 
calc;ulated for the located Mesa events (Figure 6). 
The value of 0.64 for b is quite similar to a value 
of 0 .65 which Tryggvason (1970, 1973) found as
sociated with the Reykjanes. Iceland, earthquake 
swarm of September 28-30. 1967. Hill et al. 
(1975) found a h value of 0.80 for all of the earth
quakes of magnitude 2 and greater in the June and 
July. 1973 swarms in the Inlperial Valley. 

FIRST MOTION 

Focal mechanism solutions can be obtained by 
plotting the compressional or dilatational first 
motion, as recorded at each station. on an equal 
area proJection of the upper or lower hemisphere 
of the focal . sphere with the hypocenter at' the 
origin (Stauder. ' 1962). Polarities of the in
struments were checked by using a magnitude of 
7.5 earthquake in the Aleutians. as well as several 
southern Nevada events. 

Focal mechanism solutions were obtained for 
two events from the Jun'e 19-21. 1973. swarril 
(Figure 7) located . less than one-half kilometer 
from tlie trace of the Mesa fault (see Figure 4). 
First motions were recorded for five instruments 
of the Mesa array. In addition, first motions were 
obtained from several stations of the more widely 
spaced USGS-CIT Imperial Valley net (Hill et ai, 
1975). 

. Illulation of strain and therefore limit the size 
(magnitude) of the earthquakes' (Brace and 
Byerlee. 1970). The contrast in local geology
basalts in Iceland and sediments in the Imperial 
Valley-is the primary rcason for the difference in 
Illaximum magnitude of events associated with 
both these geothermal areas: 

The frequency of occurrence of earthquakes is 
generally observed to be related to the magnitude 

Although the first Illotion data cannot con
strain the fault plane solution. the northwest 
southeast st rike of the located events strongly im-
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FIG . 7. Focal mechanism solutions for two microearthquakes. Open circle is dilatation; solid circle 
is compression with stations projected all the lower hemisphere. Data is from present array as well as 
USGS-CIT Imperial Valley array. " ' -[ , 

plies a similar . trending fault. Thus, the 'data 
points require right-lateral strike-slip motion on 
the M~sa fault. Without a greater station density, ' 
the 'dip-slip compon ent of motion on tbe Mesa 
fault canilot be resolved . 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Stress associated with the Mesa geothermal 
anomaly is relieved by a combination of continu
ous seismic activity and ' intermittent micro
earthquake swarms . Similarly, other geothermal 
areas are associated 'w'ith extensive micro
earthquake activity ranging from continuous ac
tivity to intermittent swarms. Lange and West
phal (1969) located 19 microearthquakes during 
120 hours of recording, which were "on the fault 
system associated wi,th the Geysers steam zone in 
Sonoma County, California ". In a more detailed 
study, Hamilton and Mulfler ' (1972) found 53 
microearthquakes in three weeks with epicenters 
situated in a zone about 4 km lo'ng and I km wide 
passing through the Geysers geothermal field 
along a principal fault zol.le. Westphal and,Lange 
(1966) observed continuous microeurthquake ac
tivity ussociuted with hot springs, in the Sawtooth 
Range, Idaho; Socorro Mountain, New Mexico; 
Bridgeport, California; and Dixie Valley, Nevada. 

In the Ahuachapan geothermal tield, Ward and 
Jacob (1971) observed that "local events tended 

to occur in swarms of 10 to 20 events spaced days 
and weeks apart." Ward et al (1969) and Ward 
and Bjornsson (1971) also noted that earthquakes 
in geothermal areas of fceland occur primarily as 
swurm type sequences., Thatcher and Brune (1970 
locuted Jour swarms of earthquukes since 1962 , 
neur Obsidian Butte, a geothermal area just south 
of the Salton Sea (see Figure I). During the five
week recording intervul, two earthquuke swarms 
occurred; the first from June 19-21 ; 1973, und the 
second from July 6-9, 1973 (Hill et aI, 1975). 

Although there does not seem to be a continu
ous fracture zone, niicroeurthquake swarms in the 
Irilperial Valley appear to migrate from the south 
to the north. The Imperial fault and the Mesa 
fault seem to respond simultaneously (see Figures 
I and 4). Frol)l the two swarms that were studied, 
the data were suggestive of a disturbance propa
gating along a fracture zone at a rate of about 10 
to 40 km/ day , Thus, the stress release thal. is 
initially associated with swarm activity on the 

. Mesa and Imperiul faults is transferred in time 
and space, to the Brawley fault (see Figure I). 
, Among the several ' possible mechanisms of 
swarm generution, Sykes (1970) has pointed out 
that two' are related to volcanism . In one case, 
magmuiic uctivity acts as a concentrated source of 
stress: whereas in the other, volcanoes are the loci 
of heterogeneities in physical properties that lead 
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ratory studies of microfracturing that stress in-
omogeneltles, re ate to ·elther Inhomogeneous 

materiuls or concentrated sources, ari:: correlated 
with swarm-like sequences. Thus, earthquake 
swarms associated with geothermal areas 'may be 
indicative of magmatic activity in progress. That 
is, swarms may reAect either magmatic activity 
that does not reach the surface of the ~arlh as 
volcanic eruptions, or hydrotherm al processes 
that trigger tectonic strain release. 

ilarly, magmas or hydrothermal processes are' 
pos.sible sources of high fluid pressures neur vol
canoes and' some geothermal areas . 

A third hypothesisfo'r the generation of swarms 
has been postul(lted . In particular, swarms may 
indicate nonm ag matic mechanisnis producing 
concentrations or inhomogeneities in stress. For 
c.xHmple, localized sources of high Auid press ure 
may lower the effective strength of the rocks and 
act essentially as concentrated sources 'of stress. 
Such a mechanism was undoubtedly a causative 
agent in the series of earthquakes at the Den ver 

Energy releuse in the form of continuous na
noearthquuke activity is centered over the zone of 
highest heat Aow (Combs and Swanberg, 1977), 
i.e. , inside the 5.0 X 10- 6 callcm'-sec isoflux con
tour of Figure 8. Most of this seismic ity was re
corded only on station M G A No.3 (see Figurt! 2). 
Allhough unique locations could not be deter
mined for these 'nanoearthquakes, a few of them 
were recorded on the southern stations of a tight 
«2 km) array that was centered around station 
MGA no. 3. The differences in arrival times of 
sheal' and compressional waves (S-P times) re
corded at MGA no. 3 were less than 1.5 sec in
dicating a hypocentral distance of 5 or 6 km. 
These data indicute that the Mesa faultis 'charac-
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FIG. 9. Seismic ground-noise map of the Mesa geothermal·anomaly. Contours of total power are 
given relative Lo I (millimicron/sec)' per Hertz in the passband of 3.0 to 5.0 Hz (after Teledyne Geo
tech, 1972). Note microearthq uake epicenters plotted .as x. 

terized by both continuous nanocarthquake activ
ity tln d intermittent swarm .sequences. 

There appears to be a coincidence between 
areas of high seismic noi se and areas of inicro
earthquake activity. Result s oT a se ismic ground
noise survey conducted by Teledyne-Geotech 
(1972) are presented in Figl!re 9. Contours are 
total power in dccibels relative to I (millimi
cron/sec)' per Hertz in. the passband of 3.0 to 5.0 
Hz. The contour interval is equal to 3 dB. Epicen
ters determined usirig the Mesa geothermal anom
aly se ismograph network are indicated by an x . 
Enhanced seisinic ground-noise is probably 

. caused by surface wave phenorilena associated 
with the continuously occurring nanoearth-

quakes. 

CONCLUSIO~S 

fluid pressure induced by man. In order to assess 
the effects of variations in fluid pressure·, seismo
graph stations were established on the Mesa geo- . 
thermal ano·maly prior to the onset of the poten
tial effects purported ly caused by production or 
reinjection . Recording with an array of six port
able, high-gain seismographs for 5 weeks during 
the sum mer 0 f 1973, we wen: able to delineate a 
seismically active fault, the Mesa fault, and to 
characterize the background seism icity of the area 
before the withdrawal of fluids from or injection 
of fI ·uids into the· Mesa geothermal anomaly . 

Seismic activity changed considerably during 
the period of recording. The ·seismicity was usu
.ally characterized by only one· or two potentially 
locatable microearthquakes perda)" while two 
microearthquake swarms of two- and three-day 
duration included as many as 100 or more distinct 

·Iocal events per day. Focal mechanism solutions 
werc obtained for two evcnts from the June 19-21, 

Recently completed st udies in regions of tec
tonic stress have demonstrated that shallow ea.rth-

. quakes c,ui be triggered by increases in subsurface 1973 swarm. Although the first motion data can-

. , , 
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fault. Thus, requi 'rc right-lateral 
slip motion on the Mesa fault, although there is 
no, surface expression of the fault. Hundreds of 
nanoearthquakes were recorded. Most were not , 
delected on four or more seismographs so thaI' 
unique hypocentral locations cou,ld not be deter
mined . Tlie' majority of the continuous nanoearth
quake activity was recorded only on station MGA 
no . 3: A light array was established around MGA 
no. 3 and the recorded S-P times ·on the station 
were examiiled. These data indicate that the Mesa 
fault is characterized by continuous microscale 
actil'ity as well as swarm activity . The active Mesa 

ous stages of the project. Financial support was 
provided by USDI, Bureau of Reclamation con
t.fUct no . 14-06-300-2390. 
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